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Abstract- We have developed a new method for separating dispersive waves in elastic and viscoelastic rods from 
three-point strain and one-point velocity measurements. Stress, strain, displacement and velocity, which were 
supposed to be homogenous in a rod section, were therefore determined at any point of the bar. This method is based 
on the assumption of a one dimensional and single mode dispersive wave propagation. This method was used in the 
frequency domain and took into account wave dispersion. It was shown to be stable with respect to noise. 
The measuring time is increased considerably. Subsequently, the maximum strain which can be measured in a 

material tested with a classical SHPB (Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar) set-up is also increased and is no more limited 
by the length of the bars. 
The method w as u sed to evaluate the r ate s ensitivity o f a luminum honeycomb over a wide r ange of s train-rates 

(from 10.2 to 1000 s\ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Any measuring technique involving the use of bars requires knowing the characteristics of the two 
elementary waves which propagate in opposite directions. Once they have been characterized, they can be 
time shifted to the appropriate cross-sections (the bar specimen interfaces for example) and all the 
mechanical values required can be calculated. The SHPB technique involves the use of long bars and a 
short loading pulse, so that there exists a cross-section where the total incident pulse and the first part of 
the reflected waves (having the same duration) can be recorded separately. There therefore exists a 
maximum observation time which depends on the length of the bar. The measuring time available when a 
classical SHPB set-up is used is thus limited [ 1] to AT < Ll c , where c is the wave speed and L the length 
of the input bar. Consequently, when testing material behavior at a given average strain rate, the 
maximum measurable strain is also limited (emox $ iAT). 

To increase the useful measuring time when working with a SHPB, some authors have analyzed 
the multiple reflections occurring in bars. Campbell and Duby [2] described a method based on a one 
dimensional elastic wave theory. Lundberg and Henchoz [3] have also proposed a simple explicit formula 
(based on a one-dimensional wave propagation assumption) separating the two elementary waves to 
measure the particle velocity, and using the signals recorded at two different cross-sections in a bar. This 
method has also been applied [4] in a study on the viscoelastic properties of m aterials and [ 5] to t he 
prediction of the wave propagation in a bar with a non-uniform impedance (due to a temperature gradient, 
for instance) and has been used successfully in high temperature SHPB testing [6,7,8,9]. 

However, as several authors have pointed out [2,3], these methods a re valid only if the wave 
dispersion can be neglected. This condition is satisfied when the bar is thin and the measuring time is 
short (about I ms in these studies with a bar having a diameter of 10 mm). 
Zhao and Gary [10] presented a 2-strain gauge measurement approximate method in which wave 
dispersion and attenuation are taken into account for use with elastic or viscoelastic bars. With this 
method, the calculations are carried out in the time domain by means of an iterative formula. 

In the present paper, an exact mathematical method for separating ascending and descending 
waves is recalled. It is based on the use of redundant information with strain and/or velocity 
measurements. The total number of measuring points can then be greater than 2. The complete description 
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of the method can be found in [!I] and [12]. This idea was also recently proposed by Hillstrom and co
authors in the problem of the experimental determination of the complex modulus of a material [ 13]. By 
considering only the effect of white noise, one can reconstruct propagating waves using the maximum 
likelihood method. 

2. PROPAGATIONTHEORY 

This approach relies on the assumption that the constitutive law governing the bars is linear, so 
that all the mechanical v ariables can b e  described in terms of their harmonic c omponents. T he p ulse 
propagating along the bar can be expressed in space and time by a Fourier integral involving the initial 
pulse, the phase velocity and the damping [14]. We will use the Fourier transform defined by (equ. I) 

I loc g(m) =- g(t)e-;m'dt
2n oo 

(I) 

A finite bar with length Lis considered in the following (fig. I). It is assumed viscoelastic with a complex 
Young's modulus E'(m). In the elastic case, E'(m)=E, (where 4 is a real number). The strain in the time 
domain is then written : 

e(x,t) = __!.__ [ooe(x,m)e;""dm2n oo 
with: .?(x,m)= A(m)e-•I( .. )< + B(m)e•<(m)x 
where the complex wave number q(m)is : 

(2) 

(3) 

q(m) = k(m )+ ia(m) =_(
m

)+ ia(m) (4)cm 
A( m) et B(m) are the frequency component of basic ascending and descending waves at the origin that we 
want to calculate, c(m) is the phase celerity of longitudinal waves and a( m) the damping coefficient. The 
dispersion relation q(m} depends in a coupled way on the material of the bar and on its geometry. For a 
circular elastic bar, q(m} is a solution of the Pochhamer and Chree equation [15, 16]. Using (equ. 2) the 
frequency components of the stress, the velocity and the displacement respectively are given: 

O'(x,m) = E'(m) (A(m )e-;;(,)x + B(m )e;;(w)x} 
v(x,m) =-m (A(m )e-;;(w)x - B(m )e;<(•)x )/;(m) 
u(x, m)= i (A(m )e-;<(• )x - B(m k'(" )x )/ q(m) 

3. SEPARATION OF THE WAVES 

(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

Formulas 5,6,7 show t hat from t he knowledge of q(w� E·(m� A(m) et B(w }, the strain, t he stress, the 
displacement and the particle velocity are known at any point of the bar. In the following, we assume that 
;(m) et E'(w) are known (the question of their determination is studied in [17, 18]). Our purpose is then 
simply the calculation of A(m) and B(m). This calculation is based on the knowledge of N strain 
measurements and P velocity measurements. Assuming that these measurements are the sum of the exact 
value of the strain (velocity) and a white noise, the maximum likelihood method (a generalization of the 
least square method) is used to find functions A(m) and B(m) [ 19]. The complete demonstration is given 
in [11]: 
The solution is then given in the following explicit form: 
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Striker 

where: 

A( m) 

B(m) 

h2 (m )E1 (m)- g(m )E,(m) 
h1 (m )h, (m)- g(m )g(m) 
hJm )E, (m)- gral}EJm) 
hJm )h,(m )- g(m)g(m) 

hJm)= �e-'(<(mJ-rr.vlk +�c�:f te-'(<(mJ-IT"lk
h,(m)= �e'(,;(m)-rr.vJ)x, +�c�:)r t,e'(<(mkTml)x,

g(m)= :i::e'(.:'(m)+rr.;;}�<1 _ ,c(m)l' ±e'(,;(m)+,:'(m)jx.;=I Co k=l N ,--� 1 I' .-£1(m)= l:e''(m)<,iJm)-2 l:e'<(m)<,c(m}V,(m) J=I C0 b:I 
E,(m)= fe-'�'i1(m)+� i:e-•<(ml<,c(m}V,(m)J=I C0 k=l 

(8) 

where c(m) is a simpler notation for mj!;(m ); c0 is c(O); x1 and x, the abscissa of gauges and velocity 

measurements respectively; z is the complex conjugate of z. 
When N=2 (and P=O) formula (8) gives the exact result of the two gauges frequency equation 

[11]. In such a case, the denominator of A( m) and B(m) becomes zero for real values of the frequency m, 
as detailed in [20]. To overcome this difficulty, we use an integration path in the complex domain, as 
explained in [12]. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION. THE CASE OF A NYLON BAR 

4.1 Description 

Bar 

Strain gauge I Strain gauge 2 
Displacement measurement:..± 

Optical extensometers 1 
Strain gauge 3 I 
Displacement measurement B_ 

Figure. l. Scheme of the experimental set-up 

Ellminado: A 

A 3.022-m long Nylon bar 40 mm in diameter was used. Strain gauge stations I, 2 and 3 were 
0.404 m, I .508 m and 2.414 m from the impact end of the bar, respectively. 
Two special optical extensometers ("TSI Zimmer PM!OOH") were used to measure the displacement of 
an optical contrast painted on the bar 2.025 m (station 4) from the impact end and the displacement of the 
free end (B). 
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The striker, which was 0.40 m long, was made of the same material and had the same diameter as 
the bar. The initial speed of the striker was 3.03 m/s. Measurements are recorded with a frequency 

sampling J; =500kHz. The numerical Fourier transform (FFT) is performed with 65536 points. 

Corresponding basic records are shown in fig. 2. 

Strain eil.rip,lnu DisplacemeJlt(cm)· Velocity(m/s) 
OJlOJr-----------===, 

10 30 time (ms) 

Figure 2. Recorded data: strains. displacement at station 4 and corresponding filtered calculated velocity (3kHz). 

4.2 Reconstruction of the waves. 

The strains are rebuilt using the general formula (8) based on 3 strains and I velocity measurement 

( N = 3, P =I). This velocity is calculated by derivation with respect to time of the displacement 
measured in x,. Stresses and displacements at bar ends are shown in fig 3. 

s,tres_s_(MP:...__:a) ________ •::!m..;p=· �.lnu=, 20 Displacement (llllll) 

_,...._._ _______ �----r------�-����---· 
stress at fuoe end 10 

-I � slress at striker siAJe 
10 30 time (ms) 30 time (ms) 

Figure 3. Reconstructed stresses at the ends of the bar (left) and displacement at the free end (right), based on experimental 
data. (The stress at the free end has been shifted down by 0.2 MPa to make the figure more readable) 

As expected, the stress at the free end remains equal to zero while the stress at the impacted end is 
also equal to zero except during the loading time. 

The rebuilt displacement at the free end is compared with the directly measured one. The result is 
almost perfect. The maximum error is lower than 4%. for a measuring time more than 30 times greater than 
the time needed to the waves for a round trip in the bar. 
One could wonder why it is necessary to use 3 strains and one velocity measurement when the use of two 
strain gages should be theoretically sufficient. The reason, as shown in [12], is that using two gages is 
very sensitive to the noise and that a slightly imprecise measurement of the null strain produces a drift of 
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the a verage s peed. I t  would b e  t oo long do d etail t his p oint h ere. It p robably e xplains why very f ew 
material testing applications with bars at medium strain rates are found in litterature. 

5. APPLICATION TO SPECIMEN TESTING EXPERIMENT 

Using two bars and a specimen between them, the same technique allows for the measurement of force 
and displacement at both specimen sides. Assuming then (and checking) the equilibrium of the specimen, 
stress, strain and strain-rate in the specimen can be calculated (like for the SHPB apparatus). 

5.1 Experimental set-up 

The experimental set-up is made of a 3.022-m input bar and a 3.01-m output bar. Both are made of Nylon 
and have a diameter of 40 mm. The loading is done with a hydraulic oil jack on one side (say the left 
input bar end) while the second bar (say output bar) is fixed at its right end. The speed of the hydraulic 
actuator is monitored as desired. Three strain gauges are cemented on each bar. Additionnally, two optical 
extensometers are used for displacement measurements. These displacements are then numerically 
derived to obtain velocities at corresponding positions. 

5.2 Experimental results. 

A large range of loading speeds has been investigated with this set-up, including quasi-static 
speeds. On the low speed side, results are compared with a quasi static test (hollow circles left fig. 4). On 
the high speed side, they are compared with SHPB test results (hollow circles right fig.4). 

It confirms results found in [21] where no data were available between the quasi-static and the 
dynamic range and where no strain-rate effect was found in the dynamic range. These tests prove that the 
transition zone is indeed in the range of medium strain rates. 

4 stM:SiMPa) ,.)., 
35 -------r--- - - -( -----�=------ :----·---:::�sHPB : . : 

• j [ ' ' ' ·�:· ! +···+ + ···· 

2!.eo""•:--�-:-0_.�,,........��.='-.,,.........�.......l:-----.....J,-:-0 ---:., .. t:----.-.ltii'Oe strain•te(/rs) 
Figure 4. Stress at 10% strain as a function of strain-rate at 1 O%strain 

In order to illustrate the method, for the test at 1 00/s, the recorded waves on the input bar are show 
in fig 5 (waves in the output bar are not shown as they are not more clearly understandable). The local 
velocities derived from the optical measurement are shown in fig 6 

The processing of this signal provides forces and displacements at both ends of the specimen. The 
equilibrium, that has to be checked, is shown in fig 7. It is then meaningful to build a stress-strain relation 
that is shown in fig 8. Note that the notion of strain is not so clear for the material tested but this point is 
out of the scope of the present subject. 
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·','----------.,l":-9------,tlc-oe-(._JMS) 
Figure 5. Recorded (3) waves, input bar Figure 6. Input and output (dashed) speeds 

Figure 7. Input and Output force Figure 8. Stress and strain rate (dashed)/ strain 

The test presented above is done at a relative high strain-rate. For the tests done at low strain rates, 
it is interesting to compare the results of our method with a simple processing based on the assumptions 
that the strain and stress states are homogenous along each bar. 

The results are shown in fig 9 . ...,.(MP•) ...... ""' 3 

�� 
4 •. SJr -..r � 

/f-11 : 
Figure. 9. Quasi-static (dashed) and dynamic 

processing for Honeycomb 

----
-· 

SU...MPa) 

0.1 oJ 1.3 
Figure. 10. Quasi-static (dashed) and dynamic 

processing for lead 

An almost identical result is observed for a strain greater than 15%. On the contrary, a difference 
is observed at low strain, corresponding to the early time of the test. This result is very interesting: the 
difference is indeed due to an incorrect quasi-static processing in this zone. The peak of force corresponds 
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to the first buckling that occurs in the honeycomb specimen. The Nylon bars are not rigid enough t o  
prevent a dynamic unloading which can not be correctly described with a quasi-static processing. This 
analysis is confirmed in fig. I 0 showing the compression test of a lead specimen at a similar strain rate. 
As no unloading occurs, the quasi-static assumption is now correct for the bars. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Using the results of a recent paper [12], a multi-point method (multi-strain and/or multi-velocity 
measurements) is presented for reconstructing one dimensional waves in bars. This method is exact when 
used with the single-mode dispersive propagation model commonly applied to Hopkinson bars. It 
provides a significant increase in the observation time available when using measuring techniques based 
on the use of bars such as SHPB set-ups. The methods makes it possible to obtain precise measurements 
at medium strain rates in a test range in between that of mechanical testing machines and that of 
Hopkinson bars. Using a hydraulic actuator for the loading of the bars, It is illustrated here by testing 
aluminium Honeycomb at an average strain rate from 0.006 to I 00 s·1 with no limitation in the maximum 
strain ( up to 22% ). 
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